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1 of 1 review helpful One of his best and probably least well known By Aretenno Steinbeck though anti war realized 
that at some point violence is the only defense left when all else has failed The cogent statement in the book there are 
men in power who still do not dare to put weapons in the hands of common people probably hasn t and won t fit the 
model taught on campus these days but it all to clearly describes the af Occupied by enemy troops a small peaceable 
town comes face to face with evil imposed from the outside mdash and betrayal born within the close knit community 
In this masterful tale set in Norway during World War II Steinbeck explores the effects of invasion on both the 
conquered and the conquerors As he delves into the emotions of the German commander and the Norwegian traitor 
and depicts the spirited patriotism of the Norwegian underground Steinbeck John Steinbeck knew and understood 
America and Americans better than any other writer of the twentieth century The Dallas Morning News A man whose 
work was equal to the vast social themes that drove him Don DeLillo Ab 
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shop get the song from itunes on the album rathergood songs astronaut sam bell has a quintessentially personal 
encounter toward the end of his three year stint on the moon where he working alongside his computer gerty 
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there are over 700 play along songs on this website the songs are located either on this page or the beginners page 
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moon 
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